
 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

1) The HackWeakEnd Hackathon is open to all individuals regardless of age, gender, religion and race residing 

in the Gambia. 

2) Participation in the HackWeakEnd Hackathon constitutes Participant’s full and unconditional agreement to 

and acceptance of these Terms and Conditions (“Terms”). 

3) Participant consent to their name, image, likeness, photograph, video, hometown, description of their 

entry and biography being used by HackWeakEnd or their partners on their websites, in promotional 

materials, and in any publicity accompanying or resulting from the Hackathon including but not limited to 

any press articles, blogs or articles on social media pages. 

4) By participating in the HackWeakEnd hackathon, the participant confirms that he or she is the author of 

the idea(s) submitted, and that no rights whatsoever of third parties exist with regard to the idea(s). Should 

third parties nonetheless file a claim for the violation of their rights and should such violation be the result 

of intentional or grossly negligent conduct of the participant, then the participant shall be liable for any 

and all damages that HackWeakEnd suffer as a consequence. 

5) By registering for and participating in the HackWeakEnd Hackathon, the entrants: 

a. warrant that they have complied with these Entry Conditions. 

b. warrant that their entry is original, that the entry and resources used to create the entry are solely 

that of the entrant(s) submitting them and that the entrant owns any Intellectual Property Rights 

in the entry or have all necessary rights or licenses to use them and submit the entry in the 

HackWeakEnd Hackathon and that their entry does not infringe any Intellectual Property Rights of 

any third party and that any current employer and/or institution which the entrant is employed by 

or enrolled with would have no claim to the entry developed and submitted. 

c. shall indemnify HackWeakEnd and its owners against all claims, demands, actions, costs, expenses 

(including but not limited to legal costs and disbursements on a solicitor and client basis), losses 

and damages arising from or incurred by reason of any infringement or alleged infringement 

(including but not limited to the defence of such alleged infringement) of any Intellectual Property 

Rights in respect of the entry or otherwise in respect to their entry, creation of the entry, 

participation of the entry in the HackWeakEnd  Hackathons or use or misuse of prizes. 

6) Participants are responsible for all costs associated with their attendance at the HackWeakEnd Hackathon. 

7) In the case of Intellectual Property Rights owned by any third party or parties, such third party or parties. 

HackWeakEnd and its owners accepts no liability for any disagreement among team members regarding 

ownership of any Intellectual Property Rights contained in any entry including, without limitation, the 

winning entry or for any inaccurate or incorrect information supplied or relied upon by any participant 

during the Hackathon. 

8) Any changes to the membership of the team over the course of HackWeakEnd Hackathon must be 

communicated to the Organizers immediately. If no changes are so communicated to the Organizers, each 

team will be regarded as consisting of the individuals notified on the first day of the T‐Hackathon (Pre‐

screening) for the purposes of any prize distribution to such team if it wins. 

9) Entries must be presented in English or if in another language, must be accompanied by a simultaneous 

English translation. 

10) Each team will present their entry to the Judging Panel, other participants and guests for no longer than 

five (5) minutes followed by a Question and Answer Session of no longer than two (2) minutes. 



 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

11) Selection of the winning entry for the HackWeakEnd Hackathon shall be carried out by the Judging Panel. 

Winners will be announced at the end of the event. The Judging Panel’s decision is final and no 

correspondence will be entertained. HackWeakEnd reserves the right to make any necessary changes or 

substitutions to the Judging Panel prior to the HackWeakEnd Hackathon. 

12) By entering the HackWeakEnd  Hackathon, participants agree to HackWeakEnd  and its owners processing 

their personal data provided when participants register for their place on the HackWeakEnd Hackathon, 

for the purposes of running the HackWeakEnd Hackathon, advertising/marketing and/or 

advertising/marketing future HackWeakEnd  Hackathon opportunities to you and in the event that they are 

members of the winning team, participants agree to HackWeakEnd processing their personal information 

for the purposes of distributing prizes.  

13) HackWeakEnd and its owners reserves the right to cancel or temporarily suspend all or any of the 

HackWeakEnd Hackathons with no liability to any participants or third parties. 

14) HackWeakEnd and its owners reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions of the Hackathon prior 

to the events happening and any new terms and conditions shall be effective once it's published.  

15) Submissions may not have been previously published, exhibited publicly, or submitted in any hackathon, 

exhibition, or similar competition, contest, or event. All proprietary code used in your Submission must be 

developed during the Hackathon Period (though you may have worked on designed, wireframes, or mock‐

ups and hardware devices in advance). 

16) All participants must begin coding at the same time. Winning teams may be subject to a code‐review at 

some point following the event or immediately before winners are announced. Your team must complete 

its Prototype before the end of the Hackathon Period. 

 


